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How to engage everyday people in the energy transition?
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A review of over 1,000 European initiatives aimed at changing household energy usage

Changes in complex (socio-material) interactions

Changes in everyday life situations

Changes in individual behaviour

Changes in technologies / products
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Database available on the ENERGISE website: www.energise_project.eu
Source: Jensen et al. (2019), Sahakian et Dobigny (2018)

74.6 %

http://www.energise_project.eu/
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Why efficiency must be combined with sufficiency
Trends towards more, bigger, ‘better’ appliances

Sahakian 2019; Swiss national science foundation NRP71 program



Limits of individual behaviour approach:
Gap between information and act, and between action and impact

Over-individualization of environmental responsibility

4Fuchs, Sahakian et al 2021: Myth of consumer sovreignty and individual resonsibility, in Consumption Corridors



When energy is not meaningful in and of itself
Energy makes everyday life possible and is meaningful in the services it provides

Health

Comfort

Security

Connectivity

Convenience

Freedom

…

5Sahakian and Bertho 2018; Swiss national science foundation NRP71 program
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Social practices as the locus of change
Example of cooling practices in Metro Manila

Social practices

Social relations

Social normsCompetencies & skills

Material arrangements

« Keeping cool »

Ventilating homes, creating cool 
spaces by activity (working, sleeping, 
entertaining), refreshing the body, 
etc.

Passive ventilation in buildings, 
natural or mechanical shading, 
type of cooling technology and its 
placement, etc. 

Workplace attire 
standards, representations 
of seasonality, or fashion, 
etc.

Workplace relations, living 
with others, care 
responsibilities, etc.

Sahakian 2014; Keeping cool in Southeast Asia



Challenging social norms and encouraging reflexivity through experimentation
300 households engaged in a voluntary practice-inspired change initiative
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Reduce indoor temperatures to 19º over 4 weeks

Thermostat living room temperature baseline and average values during challenge.
Source: Sahakian et al 2021
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What normative aim? Sustainable wellbeing
Focus on how energy sufficiency futures can achieve wellbeing through participatory methods and 

citizen engagement

To feel safe, to be part of a community, to live in an agreeable environment, to develop as a person, to feel free…

New research projects underway – Swiss Federal Office of Energy: Wellbeing, energy futures, everyday life; H2020 
DIALOGUES project on energy citizenship
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Change practices collectively

Individual behaviour change and techno-fixes alone will not suffice. To 
achieve energy sufficiency, we must:
• Recognize how energy relates to everyday life dynamics, including infrastructures 

and material things, but also skills and competencies, social norms and standards, 
and social relations. (problem framing matters)

• Rather than start from environmental constraints, engage with sustainable 
wellbeing as a normative aim – actively imagining, what will the good life look like 
in 2050 at net zero emissions? (normative aims matter)

• Imposed restrictions may be useful (e.g., covid-19), but forms of self-limitation 
that come about through participatory methods that encourage reflexivity are 
highly promising. (process matters)
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Projects & reports
WEFEL: wellbeing, energy futures and everyday life: https://www.unige.ch/sciences-societe/socio/fr/recherche/irs/thematiques/sociologie-de-la-consommation-dans-une-
perspective-de-durabilite/wefel-wellbeing-energy-futures-and-everyday-life/

ENERGISE @UNIGE: https://www.unige.ch/sciences-societe/socio/index.php?cID=1148&ctask=check-out&ccm_token=1599408392:c0cb8cf566202b064f788eedbbcd130d
5 minute video: french with english subtitles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgacJAvXaQc

L'éléctricité au quotidien: Vous êtes-vous déjà demandé à quoi sert l’énergie ?
Brochure in French: https://www.unige.ch/sciences-societe/socio/fr/recherche/irs/thematiques/sociologie-de-la-consommation-dans-une-perspective-de-durabilite/lelectricite-au-quotidien/

doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.erss.2020.101881
doi:https://doi.org/10.1177/1469540519889983
https://www.unige.ch/sciences-societe/socio/fr/recherche/irs/thematiques/sociologie-de-la-consommation-dans-une-perspective-de-durabilite/wefel-wellbeing-energy-futures-and-everyday-life/
https://www.unige.ch/sciences-societe/socio/index.php?cID=1148&ctask=check-out&ccm_token=1599408392:c0cb8cf566202b064f788eedbbcd130d
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgacJAvXaQc
https://www.unige.ch/sciences-societe/socio/fr/recherche/irs/thematiques/sociologie-de-la-consommation-dans-une-perspective-de-durabilite/lelectricite-au-quotidien/
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